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A brief history of DM direct detection in China…�

•  1992$1996:''Beijing'(IHEP)$Roma$Saclay'collabora>on'to'search'
for'dark'maEer'using'NaI'detectors'

•  1990’s:'IHEP'joined'the'DAMA'(NaI)'experiment''
•  2000’s:'Tsinghua'University'(THU)'and'IHEP'joined'KIMS'(CsI)'

and'TEXONO'(Ge)'experiments'
•  2009:'Shanghai'Jiao'Tong'University'(SJTU)'joined'XENON100'

(LXe)'experiment'
•  2011:'IHEP'joined'the'DarkSide'(LAr)'experiment'
•  2009$now:'Development'of'the'China'Jinping'underground'

laboratory'(CJPL)'by'THU'and'Yalong'River'Company''
•  2010$now:'Two'experiments,'CDEX'(Ge,'led'by'THU)'and'

PandaX'(LXe,'led'by'SJTU),'being'developed'at'CJPL'
•  2010$now:'R&D'for'new'target'detectors,'including'CINDMS'

(CsI)'by'IHEP.'
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Excavated'through'on'Aug.8,'2008,'Jinping'tunnel'is'the'
world’s'second'deepest'transporta>on'tunnel.�



Excava>on'and'renova>on'of'the'CJPL'underground'lab'
(6x6x40'm3)'for'two'experiments'(CDEX/PandaX)'�
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CDEX'Measurement'of'
muon'flux'at'CJPL'�

arXiv:1305.0899�

•  CJPL%muon%flux:%%2.0%x%10110%%cm12%s11%(~60%m12%yr11)%
•  A%factor%of%100%lower%compared%to%the%muon%flux%at%Gran%Sasso�



Future4plans4(CJPL9II)4

CJPL$I'

CJPL$II:'x20'more'space'than'CJPL$1,'''12mx12mx50mxN,''under'
design'and'plan'to'be'finished'by'2015.''





CDEX: China Dark matter EXperiment 

CDEX target: 
Direct detection of cold dark matter with Ton-scale Point-
Contact Germanium (PCGe) array detectors with ultra-low 
energy threshold (<300 eV).�

slides'from'Qian'Yue'(THU)�



China Darkmatter EXperiment (CDEX)

Established in 2009

• Tsinghua University, THU

• Sichuan University, SCU

• Nankai Univeristy, NKU

• China Institute of Atomic 
Energy, CIAE

• Ertan Hydropower  
Company, EHDC

• Collaborate with TEXONO 
and KIMS group.



CDEX-1kg @ CJPL

Anti-
Compton
Detector
Ge Target

Cryostat

OFHCMass of Ge target:    
20g, 1000g.

Point-contact Ge array detector with ultra-low
energy threshold (~300eV or less).

Further ultra-pure 
crystal serve as 
active shielding 
and anti-compton 
detector.



CDEX-1 Shielding System

CDEX-1
Shielding
system

PE shielding room
10Kg-scale 
HPGe System



CDEX-1 实验

20g PCGe

1kg ULEGe

20cm OFHC Copper
+20cm Lead



CDEX-1 实验



First'dark'maEer'search'data'from'CDEX$1:'background'dominated'by'cosmogenic'
radioisotopes,'such'as'68,71Ge'and'are'clearly'visible.�
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FIG. 2. The 241Am spectra along the analysis chain are
shown in Fig. 2(a). The distribution of the random noise
fluctuation and the discriminator threshold of our hardware
are given in Fig. 2(b). The trigger efficiency εtrig and PSD
cuts efficiency εPSD have also been shown in the same plot.
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FIG. 3. The observed energy spectra showing raw data, data
after TT cut, TT + Ped cuts and TT + Ped + PSD cuts were
given in Fig. 3(a), respectively. The inset plot in Fig. 3(a)
showed the background spectrum after TT + Ped + PSD
cuts with both the εtrig, cuts efficiencies, fiducial mass, and
the dead time correction. Eight K-shell peaks for L-shell
peaks prediction are identified. The low energy spectrum in
the range of 0.4 - 2.4 keVee was shown in Fig. 3 (b), as well
the calculated L-shell background contribution and the flat
γ background with the expanded statistical error band. The
residual spectrum was shown in Fig. 3(c) superimposed with
the predicted spectra for 5 GeV, 7 GeV, and 9 GeV WIMP
with spin-independent cross-section σχN = 1.75× 10−40 cm2.

Considering both the trigger and signal selection effi-
ciencies, the 400 eVee energy threshold is selected as our
energy threshold for physical analysis. Fig. 3(a) shows
the low energy background spectrum detected by the
PPCGe detector with corrections of the εtrig and cuts effi-
ciencies, fiducial mass and the dead time. Both statistic
and systematic errors are considered with standard er-

ror propagation. Several characteristic X-ray peaks can
be seen. They are due to the cosmogenic radioactive
isotopes which are mainly generated within the germa-
nium crystal before installation into CJPL, and include
68,71Ge, 68Ga, 73,74As, 65Zn, and so on. Because of the
1.5 mm oxygen-free high-conductivity Copper cryostat
surrounding the germanium crystal, the external low en-
ergy x-rays cannot enter into the bulk of the PPCGe
detector. Energy calibration was therefore accomplished
by using these internal origin radioactive isotopes. The
decays of the K-shell (10.37 keV) and L-shell (1.29 keV)
peaks of 68,71Ge isotopes accord well with their expected
half-life [14]. As the characteristic x-rays are internal
and short-ranged, the detection efficiency is almost 100%.
The ratios of K-shell to L-shell X-ray events calculated
based on reference [15] are used to predict the intensity
of L-shell in the lower energy ranges (< 2 keVee). The
background spectrum in the low energy range of 0.4 -
2.4 keVee and the L-shell contributions calculated from
the eight clearly visible K-shell peaks has been shown in
Fig. 3(b).
We do not apply the surface-bulk cut in this analy-

sis. Accordingly, from simulations and previous mea-
surements [4, 6, 9], there should be a flat γ spec-
trum contributed by the bulk γ events which is mainly
located at the internal volume of a PPCGe detector
and monotonously decreasing background spectrum from
anomalous surface events due to incomplete charge col-
lection. so that the expected background should be
monotonously decreasing. In addition to the L-shell X-
rays contributions, a conservative flat background level
was subtracted at an energy range beyond the tails of the
χ-N nuclear recoil spectrum which, for mχ < 12 GeV,
corresponds to 1.7-2.4 keVee. The final residual spec-
trum in the region of 0.4-2.4 keVee is shown in Fig. 3(c)
from which the constraints on WIMP are derived.
The thickness of the outer n+ layer of a p-type germa-

nium detector can be measured by a multi γ-ray isotope,
such as 133Ba [16]. Due to the close match in total mass
and the structure between the CDEX-1 and TEXONO
[9] detectors, we chose the same depth of the dead layer
as 1.16 mm with an uncertainty of 10% for easy compar-
ison. This gives rise to a fiducial mass of 905 g with an
uncertainty of less than 1%, corresponding to a data size
of 14.6 kg-day.
The quenching factor of the recoiled Ge nucleus is given

by the TRIM program [17]. The parameters chosen for
the WIMP in thermal equilibrium includes Maxwellian
velocity distribution with ν0 = 220 km · s−1, the escape
velocity νesc = 544 km · s−1 and the local density (ρχ) of
0.3 GeV ·cm−3. The energy resolution of the PPCGe was
derived from the calibration data and then extrapolated
to the region less than 1 keVee.
The predicted spectrum of WIMP-nucleon spin-

independent interaction can be evaluated. Using the
standard WIMP halo assumption [20], The light-WIMP

14.6'kg$day'exposure'
400'eVee'threshold'
No'an>$compton'veto'
No'bulk/surface'background'discrimina>on'

arXiv:1306.4135�
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FIG. 2. The 241Am spectra along the analysis chain are
shown in Fig. 2(a). The distribution of the random noise
fluctuation and the discriminator threshold of our hardware
are given in Fig. 2(b). The trigger efficiency εtrig and PSD
cuts efficiency εPSD have also been shown in the same plot.
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FIG. 3. The observed energy spectra showing raw data, data
after TT cut, TT + Ped cuts and TT + Ped + PSD cuts were
given in Fig. 3(a), respectively. The inset plot in Fig. 3(a)
showed the background spectrum after TT + Ped + PSD
cuts with both the εtrig, cuts efficiencies, fiducial mass, and
the dead time correction. Eight K-shell peaks for L-shell
peaks prediction are identified. The low energy spectrum in
the range of 0.4 - 2.4 keVee was shown in Fig. 3 (b), as well
the calculated L-shell background contribution and the flat
γ background with the expanded statistical error band. The
residual spectrum was shown in Fig. 3(c) superimposed with
the predicted spectra for 5 GeV, 7 GeV, and 9 GeV WIMP
with spin-independent cross-section σχN = 1.75× 10−40 cm2.

Considering both the trigger and signal selection effi-
ciencies, the 400 eVee energy threshold is selected as our
energy threshold for physical analysis. Fig. 3(a) shows
the low energy background spectrum detected by the
PPCGe detector with corrections of the εtrig and cuts effi-
ciencies, fiducial mass and the dead time. Both statistic
and systematic errors are considered with standard er-

ror propagation. Several characteristic X-ray peaks can
be seen. They are due to the cosmogenic radioactive
isotopes which are mainly generated within the germa-
nium crystal before installation into CJPL, and include
68,71Ge, 68Ga, 73,74As, 65Zn, and so on. Because of the
1.5 mm oxygen-free high-conductivity Copper cryostat
surrounding the germanium crystal, the external low en-
ergy x-rays cannot enter into the bulk of the PPCGe
detector. Energy calibration was therefore accomplished
by using these internal origin radioactive isotopes. The
decays of the K-shell (10.37 keV) and L-shell (1.29 keV)
peaks of 68,71Ge isotopes accord well with their expected
half-life [14]. As the characteristic x-rays are internal
and short-ranged, the detection efficiency is almost 100%.
The ratios of K-shell to L-shell X-ray events calculated
based on reference [15] are used to predict the intensity
of L-shell in the lower energy ranges (< 2 keVee). The
background spectrum in the low energy range of 0.4 -
2.4 keVee and the L-shell contributions calculated from
the eight clearly visible K-shell peaks has been shown in
Fig. 3(b).
We do not apply the surface-bulk cut in this analy-

sis. Accordingly, from simulations and previous mea-
surements [4, 6, 9], there should be a flat γ spec-
trum contributed by the bulk γ events which is mainly
located at the internal volume of a PPCGe detector
and monotonously decreasing background spectrum from
anomalous surface events due to incomplete charge col-
lection. so that the expected background should be
monotonously decreasing. In addition to the L-shell X-
rays contributions, a conservative flat background level
was subtracted at an energy range beyond the tails of the
χ-N nuclear recoil spectrum which, for mχ < 12 GeV,
corresponds to 1.7-2.4 keVee. The final residual spec-
trum in the region of 0.4-2.4 keVee is shown in Fig. 3(c)
from which the constraints on WIMP are derived.
The thickness of the outer n+ layer of a p-type germa-

nium detector can be measured by a multi γ-ray isotope,
such as 133Ba [16]. Due to the close match in total mass
and the structure between the CDEX-1 and TEXONO
[9] detectors, we chose the same depth of the dead layer
as 1.16 mm with an uncertainty of 10% for easy compar-
ison. This gives rise to a fiducial mass of 905 g with an
uncertainty of less than 1%, corresponding to a data size
of 14.6 kg-day.
The quenching factor of the recoiled Ge nucleus is given

by the TRIM program [17]. The parameters chosen for
the WIMP in thermal equilibrium includes Maxwellian
velocity distribution with ν0 = 220 km · s−1, the escape
velocity νesc = 544 km · s−1 and the local density (ρχ) of
0.3 GeV ·cm−3. The energy resolution of the PPCGe was
derived from the calibration data and then extrapolated
to the region less than 1 keVee.
The predicted spectrum of WIMP-nucleon spin-

independent interaction can be evaluated. Using the
standard WIMP halo assumption [20], The light-WIMP

At'the'low'energy'(0.4$2.4'keVee),'the'L$shell'contribu>on'from'the'cosmogenic'
radio$isotopes'are'subtracted'for'WIMP'analysis.�
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FIG. 4. Exclusion plot of spin-independent coupling, super-
imposed with the results from other benchmark experiments.
The results is also shown in this figure including the 90%
confidence regions favored by CoGeNT [4], DAMA/LIBRA
[5], and CRESST-II [18], as well the exclusion limits from
CDMS-II (Si) [6], XENON100 and the low-threshold analysis
of XENON10 [8], TEXONO [9], and CRESST-1 [19].

spectra corresponding to 5 GeV, 7 GeV and 9 GeV
WIMP with spin-independent cross-section σχN = 1.75×
10−40 cm2 are also put on the spectrum in Fig. 3(c).
Assuming all of the events from our final residual spec-

trum are induced by incident WIMP, we can derive upper
limits on the WIMP-nucleon spin-independent cross sec-
tion at different WIMP masses. Binned Poisson method
[21] is utilized and the exclusion curve with 90% C.L.
is displayed in Fig. 4, along with the results from other
experiments [4–8, 18]. Although we did not apply the
bulk-surface cut and the anti-Compton suppression, the
results are close to the latest sensitivities of the reference
[9]. The bulk-surface cut could reduce the background
level by a factor of 2-3 [4, 9] and we expect that our new
result with bulk-surface cut can be used to check these re-
sults. Also the residual spectrum we have achieved need
to be understood further with more data.
An anti-Compton detector will be added to test its

performance and background level in the regime of low
cosmic-ray flux. It will need to be evaluated whether
the suppression power of this anti-Compton detector
in CJPL can balance its additional contribution to the
PPCGe’s background due to its own radioactivities in
detail. This will aid in the understanding of the cosmic-
ray induced background when compared with the results
from the reference [9], and it will be very helpful for the

evaluation of the sensitivity of the possible future tonne-
scale germanium experiment in the dark matter search
by CDEX collaboration.
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Basic Research program of China (973 Program) (con-
tract number: 2010CB833006).
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CDEX-10kg Experiment

Cooling and Control

L

L

L

L LAr

GAr

HV and Signals

LAr: Passive shielding +Active shielding.
Ge: Encapsuled into  copper vacuum  tube.
WLS: Transfering 128nm light to~420nm light.



CDEX-1T plan



PandaX: Particle AND Astrophysical Xenon experiment  

The goal is to build a large-mass two-phase xenon 
detector with ultra-low background for dark matter and 
neutrino-less double beta decay searches.�

The initial experiment is optimized for scintillation light 
detection to enhance the sensitivity to low mass WIMPs, 
while has the capacity to upgrade to a ton-scale 
experiment. �

Slides'from'K.'Ni'“status'of'the'PandaX'experiment”'at'9th'PATRAS'workshop�
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Passive shield, which can accommodate a ton-scale detector, is 
built for PandaX. 



PTR�
LN2� Heat''

Exchanger�

T h e c r y o g e n i c s y s t e m 
“cooling bus” is located at 
outside of the shield .�

Cavity'size:'
1.8'm'x'1.2'm�

inner vessel (SS prototype) 
with the liquid level control 

unit

An inner liquid 
xenon vessel with 
a “weir” structure 
to con t ro l the 
liquid level. �



Heat 
Exchanger

PTR LN2Vacuum Pump

Purification Getter



PandaX - A Staged Approach

PandaX will progress through three stages.

Major Elements
with No Changes:

Shield

Outer Vessel

Cryogenics,
Purification

General
Infrastructure

Cryostat: Two
Versions

TPC: Three Versions

Stage Ia: 25kg (fid)

Low threshold
High light collection

Stage Ib: 300kg (fid)

Same inner vessel
Quick to implement

Stage II: 1Ton (fid)

Same
shield/OV/cooling/etc
New inner vessel

Scott Stephenson PANDA-X January 22, 2013 5

Stage91a4(125'kg'target)�

PandaX'will'progress'through'three'stages.�

Shield� Outer'vacuum''
cryostat�

Inner'vessel'(LXe)�“Pancake”'TPC�



PandaX - A Staged Approach

PandaX will progress through three stages.

Major Elements
with No Changes:

Shield

Outer Vessel

Cryogenics,
Purification

General
Infrastructure

Cryostat: Two
Versions

TPC: Three Versions

Stage Ia: 25kg (fid)

Low threshold
High light collection

Stage Ib: 300kg (fid)

Same inner vessel
Quick to implement

Stage II: 1Ton (fid)

Same
shield/OV/cooling/etc
New inner vessel

Scott Stephenson PANDA-X January 22, 2013 5

Stage91b4(500'kg'target)�

PandaX'will'progress'through'three'stages.�

Shield� Outer'vacuum''
cryostat�

Inner'vessel'(LXe)�TPC'
(upgrade)�



PandaX - A Staged Approach

PandaX will progress through three stages.

Major Elements
with No Changes:

Shield

Outer Vessel

Cryogenics,
Purification

General
Infrastructure

Cryostat: Two
Versions

TPC: Three Versions

Stage Ia: 25kg (fid)

Low threshold
High light collection

Stage Ib: 300kg (fid)

Same inner vessel
Quick to implement

Stage II: 1Ton (fid)

Same
shield/OV/cooling/etc
New inner vessel
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Stage924(2.5'ton'target)�

PandaX'will'progress'through'three'stages.�

Shield� Outer'vacuum''
cryostat�

Inner'vessel'(LXe)'
(upgrade)�

TPC'
(upgrade)�



Stage-1a: “pancake” TPC�
Top: 143 
R8520 PMTs �

Bottom: 37 
R11410 PMTs�

Teflon reflector�

Shaping 
rings�

Electrodes�

15'cm' 60'cm'
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We expect to get 3.3~5.7 pe/keVee for 122 keV gammas at 
1 kV/cm with at least 5 m of absorption length.�



Nuclear Recoil Energy [keV]
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Expected'event'rate'for'“light'WIMPs”.�

In4259kg4x41009day:4
7'events'>'6'keV'
472'events'>'3'keV'

CDMS9Si4best4fit:�



60Co'

First%liquid%xenon%test%run%at%CJPL%(Apr1May,%2013)�

•  >400%kg%liquid%xenon%was%filled%into%the%detector%and%
maintained%stably%during%the%test%run.%

•  Achieved% 35% SLPM% circulaTon% speed% through% the%
purificaTon%geUer.%

•  BoUom% PMT% array% operaTonal% to% observe% the% first%
light%in%liquid%xenon%from%background%and%source.%



PandaX$1a�

PandaX$1b�

(100'live$day'x'25'kg)�

(1'live$year'x'300'kg)�

Projected'sensi>vity'for'PandaX$1a'and'
PandaX$1b'detectors.�



CsI(Na) Dark Matter Search Experiment 
CINDMS�

Detector'conceptual'design�

Target:'CsI(Na)'dual'light'emipng'crystal'
'
Gamma'background'rejec>on'based'on'
pulse$shape'discrimina>on'

���
Slides'from'Xilei'Sun'(IHEP)�



The'Ra>o'of'light'emipng'from'Na+'and'pure'CsI'
is'different'for'NR'and'ERs.�

���

Average'spacing'of''
doped'Na'ions'is'77Å''
'
electron'recoils'cover'
more'Na'due'to'large'
range'~'n*1000Å'
''
Nuclear'recoils'cover'
less'Na'due'to'small'
range'~'n*100Å'

Na+'light:'slow'and'high'yield'
CsI'light:'fast'and'low'yield'



 

Fig. 9. Scatter plot of ADC2/ADC versus energy for  n  and  γ.  Dot   is  γ-ray from 241Am and plus is 
neutron at a scattering angle of 50o.  

Let’s define the rejection factor as the  ratio  of  γ-ray events leaking into the nuclear recoil region to 
the total  γ-ray events in the relevant energy range. This factor is actually the figure of merits for the n/γ 
separation and large statistics is required to determine it. Since the oscilloscope is too slow in data 
acquisition, another measurement was performed with a fast VME FADC system. The waveform 
sampling device is CAEN V1729 FADC with a 2 GS/s sampling frequency and 1.26 µs memory depth. 
A total of ~2 million γ-ray events from 241Am are acquired. Fig. 10 shows ADC2/ADC as a function of 
equivalent electron recoil energy. In the region of energy larger than 20 keVee and ADC2/ADC>0.65, 
there is only one event which is in the small round circle. It may be a mis-identified gamma, or an 
environmental fast neutron. Hence the rejection factor is 6.610-7 or more, with ~80% efficiency for 
neutron nuclear recoil events, if we cut at ADC2/ADC>0.65 for events of energy >20 keVee. This 
result shows that CsI(Na) has the capability  to  distinguish  γ  backgrounds from nuclear recoil signals.  

It is clear from Fig. 9 and 10 that the n/ separation is not good at energies below 10 keVee. There 
are mainly two reasons: one is the statistical fluctuation due to too few photoelectrons; the other is the 
surface effect which will be discussed in Section 4.3. In fact, surface events can be excluded by vertex 
reconstruction hence the final rejection factor can be improved. 

 
Fig. 10. Scatter plot of ADC2/ADC as a function of energy for -ray events. Only one event (in the 
small round circle) was seen in the region of ADC2/ADC > 0.65 and energy >20 keVee. 
4.3 Surface effect 

Surface effect is known for CsI(Na) crystal due to deliquescence, which will reduce Na+ composition  
on the crystal surface [8]. We reveal that the so-called surface effect is one of the important unfavorable 
factors for  n/γ  separation in low energy region <10 keVee. We use 5.2 MeV α from 239Pu and 5.9 keV 
x-ray from 55Fe to test surface effect. The average projected range of different ions or particles injected 

arXiv:1102.2727�

Problem:'scin>lla>on'efficiency'of'pure'CsI'is'
very'low'at'room'temperature�



The' light' yield' pure' CsI' increases' as' temperature'
decreases.�

���



Op>mized'ER'background'rejec>on'power'at'around'$120'oC�

���



Plans'of'CINDMS�

2013$2014:'verifica>on'of'the'technology'
• 'funded'by'IHEP'for'the'first'40$kg'module'to'be'
installed'at'Daya'Bay'underground'laboratory''
• 'using'ultra$pure'water'for'extrac>on'and'
recrystalliza>on'to'produce'ultralow'background'
CsI(Na)'crystals'

'
2015':'ton$scale'experiment'

Ac>ve'shield'with'LXe�

Copper'Vacuum'chamber'



Summary�
CDEX and PandaX are being 
constructed towards ton-scale 
dark matter experiments at 
CJPL. 
 
New techniques, such as 
C I N D M S ,  a r e  b e i n g 
developed to join the dark 
matter search. 
 
CJPL provides the deepest 
underground environment for 
dark matter search.  CJPL-II 
will host multi-target multi-ton 
scale experiments. 
 
 
 
 

CDEX-10kg Experiment

Cooling and Control

L

L

L

L LAr

GAr

HV and Signals

LAr: Passive shielding +Active shielding.
Ge: Encapsuled into  copper vacuum  tube.
WLS: Transfering 128nm light to~420nm light.

PandaX - A Staged Approach

PandaX will progress through three stages.

Major Elements
with No Changes:

Shield

Outer Vessel

Cryogenics,
Purification

General
Infrastructure

Cryostat: Two
Versions

TPC: Three Versions

Stage Ia: 25kg (fid)

Low threshold
High light collection

Stage Ib: 300kg (fid)

Same inner vessel
Quick to implement

Stage II: 1Ton (fid)

Same
shield/OV/cooling/etc
New inner vessel
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Thanks'the'above'collabora>ons'for'their'
latest'updates'presented'in'this'talk!�


